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BACKGROUND: Introduction and why we need this blog
The EURAXESS TOPIV project, as well as the EURAXESS network itself, has, as one of the overriding
objectives, the creation of tools and facilities, in order to better promote events, good practices, services
and funding opportunities.
The blog is an informational website published on world wide web as a diary. The concept of the blog was
introduced in 2009, when one author shared information on a particular topic with a small group of
people.
The concept of the blog became popular worldwide in 2010, and more authors started publishing on that
particular blog. Nowadays, even large companies such as news companies, universities, think tanks, etc.
have blogs to share information with their audience. 1
Types of blogs:2
There are different types of blogs, depending on their content, owners (individuals/groups/corporations)
or the type of device they use.
Specific-topic blogs: These are blogs that focus on a certain topic such as politics, social issues, travel,
fashion, music, arts, business, literature, parenting and so on. These are blogs written by an individual or
a team on various subjects of interest and they represent a good sample for being evaluated by this study,
as their aim is sharing knowledge and they affect a significant online audience.
Personal blogs: This is a kind of digital diary or comment made by an individual, which reflects that
person’s personal life. That is the reason why these kinds of blogs have not been included for evaluation
in the present study.
Corporate blogging: Companies use blogs for communicating with employees and investors and they
are always positive with a ‘feel-good’ look about the firm. They are also used for communicating both
within the enterprise and for external purposes of marketing, public relations or branding. Since the

1
2

https://www.marketing91.com/features-of-blog/
http://www.lisbdnet.com/blog-and-its-features/
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purpose is purely business-oriented, these blogs were not taken as samples for the present study.
Media-type blogs: These blogs are defined by the media devices they use. Video blogs are called vlogs
(some writers who run regular blogs include a section called “vlogs by clicking”, which a visitor can access
and watch videos. For instance, http://ankionthemove.com has such a feature); blogs made of links are
called linklogs; those having a portfolio of sketches are known as sketch blogs; those containing only
photographs are called photoblogs (http://arunsnap.blogspot.com/ and http://indianfunpic.com are
examples of such blogs, also evaluated in the present study); and those using audio devices are called
podcasting. Blogs with short texts and mixed media types are known as tumblelogs.
For EURAXESS network, the specific-topic blog type is the most appropriate concept for our needs, with
the remark that the team who provide materials has to be the entire network.
Current status
Informative testimonials and interviews are presented on the national and worldwide portals without
having a specific structure, or a specific location in the menu.; each portal administrator publishes it
where they consider fit Several resources were analysed, such as:
1.

https://euraxess.ec.europa.eu/worldwide/asean/news/field_news_and_events_categories/me
et-researchers-1314

2.

https://euraxess.ec.europa.eu/worldwide/brazil/meet-daniele-salerno-italian-mscaresearcher-argentina

3.

https://euraxess.ec.europa.eu/worldwide/china/did-you-miss-it-watch-it-now-youtube-oryouku

4.

https://euraxess.ec.europa.eu/career-development/researchers/interculturalassistant/competence/video-testimonials

5.

https://euraxess.ec.europa.eu/worldwide/india/news/field_news_and_events_categories/me
et-researchers-1314

Structure wise, the materials are presented in two formats:
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-

embedded video with a very short descriptive text

-

transcript of the interview with links embedded in the text and the picture of the interviewer

As a general remark, the contact details for the interviewer are missing from almost all the materials. In
some cases, a link is provided to the university/research institution webpage and you can search for
additional contact information.
Standard blog features vs EURAXESS Blog
In the next section we analyzed the most relevant standard blog features and we detailed the
implementation issues and functionalities.
Blog features

EURAXESS blog

Excellent blog design and structure

Both design and structure are essential for
EURAXESS blog and it is important to mention
that, since it was decided to integrate this new
feature in EURAXESS portal, the design has to be
in line with the existing structure of the portal and
needs to follow the same visuals. However, the
Blog has its own specificity and special design
elements, such as a slider instead of a stage
image. Structure wise, the blog was designed as
a one-page layout with three articles, an archive
area and useful links on the bottom of the page.

Easy-to-navigate menu

In order to avoid confusions and to always have
the most important EURAXESS facilities at hand,
the EURAXESS blog won’t have a specific menu,
but it will be integrated in the EURAXESS
websites structure, so that, the user will easily
have access to the following information:
- Jobs& funding
- Information & assistance
- National Networks
- My EURAXESS area – user profile
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- Search
- EURAXESS around the world
Moreover, the Blog landing page will provide
quick access to the most useful tools related to
the “researchers” service:

Social media integration

-

Career Orientation Tool

-

Career Handbook for Young Researchers

-

Talent Development Suite

-

Intercultural Assistant Tool

-

Update your profile

-

PIPERS Project Career Kit

Since there is no high frequency of posting new
articles, the integration with social media is not
relevant for this new feature. Social media icons
will be available in the footer area.

Comments

Allowing comments, requires an admin to be
constantly online. Hence, it was decided not to
integrate this feature. Several ideas were
analysed, in order to still introduce this feature,
namely a half-time position for one person, .
These issues refer to
- who can post comments - authenticated users or
anonymous users
- what database should be used for
authenticated

users

–

EURAXESS

extranet, a new database for new users,
or both?
- if anonymous users can post how can
bots be avoided – captcha integration,
email validation
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- the approval issue – based on what criteria
should an article be denied publishing. An entire
comments system should be designed and
promoted together with this new feature
- the approval feature for each BHO that
administers the national portal - this is an option
to be taken in consideration for future
development for EURAXESS portals – to
integrate a comments system for specific articles.
Visible search box

Based on the integration with EURAXESS, this
new feature will use the standard Search box form
the menu. At this moment it is not necessary to
have an independent search system.

RSS Feed

The publishing frequency is very important for
Really Simple Syndication and since this new
feature has not defined the level of frequency, it is
not recommended to facilitate this type of
promotion. Another disadvantage is that RSS
Feed allows readers to keep up with content
without necessarily visiting the website and this
will reduce the national portals access numbers.

Blog posts archive

When there will be a huge number of posts an
archive page will be created, where all the old
posts will be accessible to visitors. The archive
page will be accessible from a visible section of
the Blog landing page

Security and spam protection

The comments system represents a target, from
the security and spam perspective. For the
moment the system isn’t yet implemented, the
security issue is solved by the security policies
implemented for the national portals.
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Internal linking

Based on the structure we defined for presenting
the testimonials, internal links are not necessary.
All articles are linked to the source portals, where
the information is presented in a flexible manner,
specific for each country.

Well-organized category bar

The implemented design is flexible and allows the
option to add new categories with different
layouts. The new categories should also be
integrated in the EURAXESS layout.

Email subscription

Not necessary at this point, similar to RSS feed
functionality.
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Annex 1 – Initial layout proposal
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Annex 2 Final layout
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